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From Subsistence to Market: A Case Study of the
Mbuti Net Hunters 1
J o h n A. Hart 2

This article describes the recent transition from subsistence to market hunting o f
some net-hunting Mbuti, a nomadic society o f the Ituri Forest o f Zaire. The
history o f this development dates to the late 1950s, as the Mbuti began to have
increasing contact with commercial meat traders, called b a c h u u z i , from outside
markets. Before this, the Mbuti had a long history o f contact with local swidden
agriculturalists, called b a k b a l a , a relationship that continues today. It is sanctioned
by religious beliefs, but material exchanges are also important. The Mbuti
provide b a k b a l a with meat and other forest resources and receive in return iron
implements, tobacco, and cultivated food. The Mbuti view such items now as
necessities; however, this does not allow the b a k b a l a to subjugate or control
them. Most exchanges take place in the b a k b a l a ' s village at the Mbuti's discretion, and exchange rates are not fixed. Finally it appears that such trade does
not undermine the resource base o f either group. The Mbuti's commercial exchanges contrast with this subsistence-oriented system. Unlike the b a k b a l a ,
the b a c h u u z i traders establish themselves in the Mbuti's forest camps, where
they can promote intensified net hunting and monopolize trade o f meat. The
Mbuti tolerate the alien traders in camp because they are often a convenient
source o f food and other desired material goods; however, they do not share
the traders' commercial motives. The Mbuti freely manipulate credit to their
own advantage and they are often able to evade the traders' efforts at economic
control. The future o f market hunting is uncertain. Mbuti material needs are

1 A fellowship from the Thomas J. Watson Foundation provided financial support for this
research. I am also thankful to Citoyen Bokanga Ekanga Botombele, Commissaire d'Etat
du Zaire for his interest in my work and support in obtaining necessary visas, and to P~re
Thyert of the Catholic Mission of Biambwe for his generous hospitality. Terese Butler
Hart, Colin Turnbull, Paul Riesman, Randall Packard, Paul Wholt, and Stuart Marks criticized
drafts of this paper. Finally, I am most grateful to the Mbuti with whom I lived for so
generously sharing their daily life with me.
2Department of Geography, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824.
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changing and the antelope fauna (Cephalophinae) upon which commercial
trade depends is being reduced in some areas.
KEY WORDS: Mbuti; Zaire; hunter-gatherers; market hunting; Cephalophinae; economic

change.

INTRODUCTION

Many studies of hunting and gathering societies, including the Mbuti
(formerly termed Pygmies) of the Ituri Forest of Zaire, have tended to emphasize the economic importance of hunting only within a closed subsistence
system (Bicchieri, 1966, 1972; Bennett, 1962; Damas, 1969; Gould, 1967;
Harako, 1976; Lee, 1969; Lee and DeVote, 1968; Marks, 1976; Tanno, 1976;
Turnbull, 1961,1965a,b). While this perspective has provided important insights,
it no longer represents the reality the world's remaining hunters must face. Most
contemporary hunting peoples now live in frontier areas, and their subsistence
hunting has been drawn into wider economic systems (Helms, 1972). This has
led some groups into the specialized exploitation of particular items for trade
with outside markets. For example, aboriginal hunter-gatherers in South Asia
are now dependent upon the exchange of deer and monkey meat and certain
forest products for cultivated food and other necessary goods produced by
neighboring sedentary societies (Fox, 1969; Sinha, 1972; Gardner, 1972). In
some cases, outside trade has led to technological changes in the hunting process
itself. Among Arctic and sub-Arctic hunters, Western manufactured goods, such
as firearms, snowmobiles, and outboard motors, have become necessary inputs
to the extent that subsistence hunting is dependent upon some sort of cash
income to maintain and purchase hunting equipment (Nowak, 1975; Kemp,
1971). Finally, where hunting provides marketable resources, the commercialization of a subsistence activity can lead to decimation of game populations, as
Nietschmann has documented for the Miskito turtle hunters of eastern Nicaragua
(1972, 1973).
In the Ituri Forest of Zaire, the subsistence hunting of the Mbuti recently
has been modified in response to commercial demands for meat, primarily
antelope meat. Entrepreneurs from nearby towns and cities are increasingly
turning to the Mbuti to provide meat for local markets outside the forest.
Market hunting, however, has remained on a small scale. Traders make their
way on foot to the Mbuti's forest camps, where they establish themselves temporarily to trade cassava flour and rice for the antelope meat that the Mbuti
capture. Commercialization has not necessitated new technological inputs into
the Mbuti's hunting process. A drive hunt with nets made of native plant fiber
has long been employed by the Mbuti, and they have readily adapted it to
produce the surplus of meat needed for market exchanges. Moreover, the Mbuti
have not become completely dependent upon market hunting. The foods provided
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by the traders are a staple in the diet of many Mbuti, but when these are not
available, the Mbuti readily fall back on other resources. F r o m the Mbuti's
point o f view, market hunting entails only provisionary ties with traders, and
makes their foraging way of life easier. Market hunting does seem to tax game
populations, however. Because of this and other changes taking place in the
Ituri, the future o f market hunting is uncertain.
In the following sections I will reconstruct the development o f market
hunting among the Mbuti, using their longstanding relationship with local
swidden agriculturalists as a basis o f comparison. I will describe certain adaptations of Mbuti society which made the trasition to market hunting possible,
and, finally, make a preliminary assessment o f the impact o f market hunting
on the game populations o f the Mbuti's environment.

THE MBUTI
The Mbuti, who number between 20,000 and 40,000, live in the Ituri
Forest o f the Republic of Zaire. They were studied ethnographically first by
Paul Schebesta, beginning in the 1930s, and again by Colin Turnbull in the
early 1960s. Turnbull (1965a) divided the Mbuti arbitrarily into two main
groups, based upon their major mode of hunting. Archers are found in the
eastern and northeastern sectors of the forest, while net hunters, with which
this paper is concerned, inhabit the southern, central, and western districts.
I gathered general information on different groups across the forest through 5
months o f travel at different times between 1973 and 1975. More detailed
knowledge came from 18 months of fieldwork (1973-1975) among three nethunting bands in the south central forest between Mbunia and Biasiko in the
provinces o f Haut Zaire and Nord Kivu (see Figs. 1 and 2).
The study area, about 800 km 2, was regularly used by at least nine different nomadic bands of Mbuti, totaling about 420 people. These bands do not
have rigid affiliations with particular lineages, and their constituency changes
frequently. The patterns o f their movements are not fixed. The three bands with
whom I maintained close contact participated to varying degrees in market
hunting (Table I). 3
3My fieldwork in the southern Ituri depended upon intimate contact with the Mbuti,
without outside interpreters, assistants, porters, etc. I lived alone with the Mbuti in their
camps, sleeping in the same temporary dwellings they use themselves, often with other
young men. I ate the same food as the Mbuti, usually meat from the hunt and rice or
cassava flour which I purchased from traders or local villagers. I generally spent periods
of 3 to 5 weeks in the forest camps, then came out to villages on the road for 2 to 7 days
to purchase essential supplies of cassava flour, tobacco, and salt. I conducted most of my
fieldwork in Kingwana (a local version of Swahili) hut I also acquired an understanding of
and some ability to speak the languages of the Pakombe and Bila. The Mbuti of the southern
lturi use all three of these languages among themselves, though with their own distinctive
intonations. Further notes on methodology are found in the Appendix.
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Fig. 1. The Ituri Forest, Republic of Zaire. Dashed boundary encompasses distribution o f Mbuti
net hunters; stippled area shows extent o f commercial hunting in 1975; roads are shown by a solid
line; important commercial centers are closed circles; smaller markets are open circles; the study
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Fig. 2. The southern Ituri study area showing hunting ranges of three Mbuti bands and
distribution of Bantu agricultural settlements. Lettered camps refer to Appendix. Note
that the figure and accompanying legend have been reduced 40% for publication. Source:
Territoire de Mambasa (ed. 1959) and aerial photos Inst. G~ographique du Zaire.
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Table I. Mbuti Bands Studied, 1973-1975
Average band membership
Band

Observation periods

I

July-Feb., June 1973/4,
Jan. Feb. 1975
Feb.-Mar., 1974,
Aug., 1974
Apr.-July, 1974,
Sept.-Oct., 1974

II
III

Men

W o m e n Childrena

Total

Trade
contact

15

17

16

48

Irregular

8

7

9

24

11

13

14

46

Irregular
Nearly
continuous

aChildren under about 12 years of age.
In addition to the Mbuti, between 1400 and 1500 swidden agriculturalists
inhabited the study area in 1975. These are Bantu speakers, members of the
Bfla, Pakombe, and Nande groups who live in settlements in clearings in the
forest. Many of these peoples have had a long history of contact with the Mbuti,
in some cases extending back several hundred years (Turnbull, 1965a,b). Most
agriculturalists were concentrated in the southern quarter of the study area. In
the northern area, where most of the Mbuti lived, agricultural population density
was less than one person per square kilometer.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

We can assume that at one time the Mbuti were dependent entirely upon
hunting and gathering in the rain forest. Our evidence for this rests on the
histories of central African Bantu and Sudanic peoples which report that the
Mbuti were the original inhabitants of the forest and that they did not practice cultivation (Van Geluwe, 1956,1957,1960). In addition, recent ethnographies
find much of the Mbuti's economy and many of their social institutions adapted
to a hunting and foraging life (Demesse, 1972; Turnbull, 1965a,b; Bicchieri,
1966). For many years, however, the Mbuti have maintained relationships with
local agriculturalists, and this has significantly altered their subsistence base
and technology. Both archers and net hunters have adopted the use of many
agriculturalist-produced resources, including iron spears, knives, and axes, and
especially cultivated crops. The important point, however, is that adoption and
even dependence upon agriculturalist material culture has been integrated into
the Mbuti's forest-based foraging orientation.
The present-day relationship between the Mbuti and local agriculturalists,
whom they terrri bakbala, probably contains elements of the Mbuti's early
adaptations to outside influences. For example, the Mbuti still bring various
forest products to the bakbala, as they have for many years, and in addition
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occasionally do day labor or tend the gardens. In return the bakbala provide
the Mbuti with cultivated food, tobacco, and other items o f village manufacture.
Material exchanges, however, are not the only function of the relationship. The Mbuti, as first inhabitants o f the land, are considered by the bakbala
to be derived from the forest itself. Since they are close to the spirits, they are
a desired and even necessary element in many o f the bakbala's religious ceremonies, including coronations, ritual sacrifices, and initiations (see also Biebuyck
and Mateene, 1971; Turnbull 1957, 1961, 1965a). But there is a pragmatic side
to the role the Mbuti play: their apotheosis provides them with yet another
means to acquire village produce.
The alliance between the Mbuti and bakbala is complex. Their material
exchanges have a tendency to remain unstructured, and do not form part o f a
market system. Trade is irregular, even when frequent, and the transactions have
no fixed values. Sometimes the Mbuti spend weeks at a time eating and drinking
at the bakbala's expense. Yet dependency is never formalized because the Mbuti
always behave as though they could abandon everything and return to the
forest.
The bakbala actually do not want to be entirely rid o f the Mbuti, though
they do view the relationship as a mixed blessing. They admit the Mbuti's essential religious functions, but they justify this by relegating the Mbuti to a
special status within their own social system. This hierarchy is far from established fact, but the bakbala have few effective means to coerce the Mbuti
to accept it.
The Mbuti themselves have little regard for the bakbala's image of the
world. They also can evade much of the bakbala's attempt at control by maintaining alliances with several villagers simultaneously and freely shifting their
favors from one to the next, wherever their interests are best met. They cleverly
alternate trade with begging; gifts with thievery;wage labor with demands made
on religious grounds. The bakbala cannot know where the Mbuti's allegiance
stands, or keep track of what they owe to whom. In this confused state o f
flux, the Mbuti preserve their independence, but continue to derive material
advantages from the village.4

4Turnbull (1965b) maintains that Mbuti subsistence is not dependent on village resources,
in particular cultivated food. He believes that the Mbuti could live entirely on forest produce
if they so desired. I never saw the Mbuti make this choice during my entire study. In some
areas, a purely forest-based subsistence is no longer possible because population densities
are already too great for the available forest resources. Even where large tracts of forest
exist, however, the Mbuti rarely pass more than a week without cultivated food. Of course,
their knowledge of the forest flora and fauna would permit them to rely entirely on forest
foods, but such an economy would necessitate dramatic changes in their present approach
to life, which they might be unable to make. In addition, the Mbuti have no formal structure
to maintain knowledge which is not based on current experience. As generations pass,
they may no longer view a purely forest-based diet as a real option.
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Until recently, small-scale exchanges with local bakbala were probably
the only form of trade the Mbuti knew. In 1958 or 1959, however, they were
introduced to an entirely new form of commerce, when traders, called bachuuzi,
from developing markets in towns and cities near the forest, began to penetrate
the southern Ituri along the roads and footpaths, looking for sources of wild
meat which they could sell in the population centers. These middlemen were a
varied lot, including women from the villages near the forest as well as young
men from such cities as Bunia and Beni, out for adventure and a fast profit.
Though Zairois, most traders were really foreigners to the forest and the Mbuti.
In the beginning they established themselves in the villages, and like the bakbala,
awaited there the arrival o f the Mbuti from the forest with meat for sale.
According to informats, the Mbuti did not readily respond to commercial
overtures at first. As nomads, they had no interest in accumulating material
possessions, and they could already get everything they needed from the bakbala.
If anything, they looked on the traders as a part of the bakbala's system. This
presented the traders with a problem. They were not interested in the small
quantities and wide variety of forest products the Mbuti brought to the bakbala.
Instead, they wanted to regularly purchase as much meat as they could carry
out on their backs. Whereas the bakbala usually were content to wait for the
Mbuti to come to the village with goods to exchange, this was not a satisfactory
arrangement for the traders. In order to promote and better monopolize the
commerce in meat, the traders began to pack their wares right into the Mbuti's
forest camps. There they could offer cassava flour and rice, in exchange for meat,
as an alternative food supply to the bakbala's cultivated produce.
The Simba rebellion in the late 1960s put a halt to all commercial activities. When the forest was safe again in 1970, however, the traders returned in
numbers. In 1973, I found that they had reached most of the camps in my
study area, even those in the remote forest (Fig. 2). In 1975, at the end of my
study, the commercial meat trade was of growing importance and spreading to
influence new bands in the northern and western Ituri.

THE NET HUNT

A drive with nets, the Mbuti's customary antelope-hunting technique,
proved to be an effective way to capture the meat surplus needed for commercial trade, s Turnbull (1965a), Harako (1976), and Tanno (1976) have
described the net hunt and its requisite technology, and I will provide a more
s Big-game hunting with spears also provides the Mbuti with surplus meat. Relatively few
hunters among the bands I lived with specialized in this technique, and they only hunted
big game from time to time. Traders did take advantage of elephant, buffalo, okapi, and
pig kills when they were made, but these occasional kills did not provide a continuous
source of meat, as did the net hunt.
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complete analysis of Mbuti hunting techniques in a later paper. Here, however,
it is important to point out (1) that the net hunt is selective for only certain
species of game, and (2) that increases in the size of the net hunt and the amount
of time the Mbuti spend hunting have increased the amount of game they can
capture for commercial trade.
The Mbuti's hunting technique is to rig nets, about 1 meter (m) high and
up to 100 m long, end-to-end in a semicircle, reaching 1500 m in perimeter,
then to drive all the game inside toward the nets. Small game, such as Gambian
rats (Cricetornys), porcupines (Atherurus), and mongoose (Viverridae) often
escape by slipping underneath the net or through its 7-centimeter (cm) mesh.
Large game, animals weighing over 30 kilograms (kg), can break through. Thus
the net hunt is especially adapted to the capture of duikers, small antelope of
the genus Cephalophus, weighing between 2.5 and 25 kg (Table II). The five
duiker species found in the Ituri Forest and the water chevrotain (Heymoschus
aquaticus) comprised 91.3% of 799 net captures I recorded. 6 In areas where
these antelope are abundant, a day's net hunt can yield over 100 kg of meat.
This potential attracts the traders and they encourage more intensive net hunting
by offering trade foods in exchange for meat.
The Mbuti have responded to these opportunities to trade. Table III,
which summarizes data for hunts conducted by Band I from July 21 through
December 23, 1973, shows that the frequency with which the Mbuti hunt, the
amount of time they spend on each hunting trip, the number of net sets (casts)
they make, and the proportion of the available nets in camp which they use on
the hunt increase significantly when they have occasion to deal with commercial
traders. When traders were not actually present in camp, the Mbuti hunted
about four times a week, using 71% of the available nets and making 3.4 casts
over 5.4 hours per hunt, on the average. In contrast to this, when traders were
present, the Mbuti hunted nearly six times a week, for almost 7 hours per hunt,
using 85% of their available nets and making nearly four casts of the nets on the
average. In general this intensification of net hunting permits the Mbuti to capture
more game. A correlation of nets per hunt and hours per hunt with the number
of antelope captured per hunt yields correlation coefficients (r) of .57 and .59,
respectively, with slope values of .76 and .79. These figures were calculated for
38 hunts conducted in three neighboring camps where hunting conditions and
antelope populations were assumed to be the same.
6Other species taken include brush-tailed porcupines (Atherurus africanus), anubis baboons
(Papio anubisj, owl-faced monkeys (Cercopitheeus hamlyni), L'houest's monkeys (C.
l'houesti), chimpanzees {Pan troglodytes), black-legged mongoose (Bdeogale nigripes),
black mongoose {Crossarchus alexandri), marsh mongoose (Atilax paludinosus), bush pigs
(Potamochoerus porcus) - young only, yellow-backed duiker (Cephalophus sylvieultor) young only, Bates' pygmy antelopes (Neotragus batesi}, and several species of ground birds,
guinea fowl (Guttera plurnifera and Agelastes niger), francolins (Francolonus lathamij,
and Nkulengu rails (Himantornis haematopus).

Mboko
Apangbanga
Seke
Munje
Kuha
Amaboangi

Cephalophus monticola
C. n i g r i f r o n s
C. leueogaster
C. natalensis
C. dorsalis
Heymoschus aquatieus
51/2
15 "
17
I
171/2
!
20
11V2

Weight
(kg) a
55
48
43

Front and hind quarters
Front and hind quarters

Marketable
mea t b

Gutted carcass

Marketable meat

Waste,
offal
18
19
20

Remaining
mea t b
27
33
37

Percent total weight

aAverage adult weight. Measurements made by author, see Appendix for method.
blncludes meat plus embedded bone. Average of a sample of butchered animals weighed in the field.

Mbuti name

Species

Table II. Principle Game Taken by Mbuti Net Hunt

m

4~

61

81

Traders present

Traders absent

47

51

Hunts

4.1

5.9

H u n t s per
week

a D a t a for h u n t s b e t w e e n July 21 a n d December 23, 1973.
bExcludes 14 days during w h i c h 1 was absent.
ct-test for difference between sample means,

Signifi can ce
level e

Total days b

Status of camp

.05

.85
SD .13
.71
SD .18

Percent available
nets used per h u n t

.05

6.9
SD 1.5
5.4
SD 2.0

Hours per h u n t

.10

3.9
SD 1.2
3.4
SD 1.2

Casts per h u n t

Table III. Net H u n t i n g Tactics of Band I in Commercial a n d N o n c o m m e r c i a l C o n t e x t s a

t~
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Table IV. Camp Locations and the Context of Meat Trade a
Camp distance
from
village (km) b
0-5 km
> 5 km

Traditional exchanges
Total
hunts

Hunts followed
by exchange

% total hunts

43
42

20
8

47
19

Commercial exchanges
Hunts followed
by exchange
% total hunts
20
36

58
86

aData base in Appendix.
bLinear distance on map.
Another way the traders have increased the commercial productivity of
the net hunt is by providing the Mbuti with the opportunity to live for extended
periods in the remote forest. When traders were not present, the Mbuti tended to
camp within 5 kilometers (km) of the villages of their bakbala so that they
could have ready access to the gardens. In fact, when they lived close to the
villages, the Mbuti chose to depend for much of their cultivated food upon the
bakbala instead of the traders, even if the latter were present in camp. Sometimes
however, the Mbuti found it desirable to alter this pattern. A move to the
distant forest, away from the village, gave them the opportunity to exercise
their independence from the bakbala and enjoy at the same time the pleasures
of a forest life with rice and cassava flour conveniently purveyed to them by
the traders.
This, however, allowed the traders to monopolize the meat trade. For
example, the Mbuti brought meat to their bakbala after 47% of 43 hunts staged
from camps within 5 km o f a village. In contrast to this, they brought meat to
the bakbala following only 19% of 42 hunts staged from camps more than 5 km
from a village. In these more remote camps the traders acquired meat on 86% of
the hunts (see Table IV).
Perhaps the most important reason the traders encourage the Mbuti to
camp in the distant forest is because hunting is substantially better in areas that
are far away from the villages. Hunts from camps located more than 5 km from
a settlement produced 80% more marketable meat than camps in settled areas
(see Table V). While the Mbuti certainly enjoy the good hunting in these remote

Table V. Camp Locations and Hunting Success a
Camp distance
from
village (kin) b
0-5 km
> 5 km

No. hunts

Total marketable
meat (kg)

Meatper hunt (kg)

159
81

3172.5
2909.5

20.0
35.9

a Data base: hunts for all three bands, July 1973-Feb. 1975.
bLinear distance on map.
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camps, it is not without effect on the antelope fauna. Continuous market
hunting, especially in the remote forest, may be coupled with a decline in
antelope populations, as I shall show in more detail.

MARKET HUNTING AND MBUTI SOCIETY

The replacement of the Mbuti's subsistence economy with a wider commercial system has not necessitated a reordering of their social priorities. On the
contrary, market hunting may actually enhance the communal structure of the
Mbuti's band life. The net hunt is the basis of the Mbuti's economy, and all
members of the community may participate in it. Even children can perform
important functions by helping both to rig the nets and to guard the ends of
the semicircle. The overall pace of the hunt is so leisurely that old people and
mothers with infants may join. Between casts of the nets, the hunters regroup in
a gathering called bimba to share tobacco or snacks of fruits and nuts gathered
along the way. Bimba is an important time to flirt and visit, to play with babies,
and to discuss the next drive. In effect, the net hunt is as much a social event
as it is the means of subsistence. Thus it does not seem to pose a hardship for
the Mbuti to spend more of their time hunting, as happens when traders are
present in camp (see Fig. 3).
After the hunt, the distribution of meat is governed by principles and
customs which reaffirm the mutual obligations band members feed toward each
other. Any animals killed on the communal net hunt belong to the individuals
in whose nets they happened to be taken. These individuals are then responsible
for the distribution of the meat. The Mbuti give much of the carcass meat to the
traders, however, because this is sometimes the only immediate way they can
acquire the starch foods they feel they need in their diet. In one respect, this
has not caused the Mbuti any difficulty because they have readily incorporated
the commercial trade foods within their framework of communal food exchanges.
In fact, they regard market produce and meat as so interchangeable that they
sometimes refer to the net hunt, kuya, as a "hunt for cassava flour," kuyaya
sembo, one of their favored trade commodities. From the point of view of the
Mbuti's protein intake, and the limitations of their meat resources, however, the
meat trade emerges in a different light.
Figure 4 records hunting success, trade, and meat consumption for the
Mbuti of Band II over a 26-day period in February and March 1974, when one
to three traders were continuously present. Hunting during this period was not
exceptional, but the Mbuti hunted almost every day. Twenty-two hunts yielded a
total of 398.3 kg of butchered meat (includes embedded bone) or 18.1 kg per
hunt on the average, the equivalent of four or five small duikers (mboko) plus
occasional small game. Trading was heavy during this period, and the entrepreneurs acquired 188.5 kg of butchered meat, or 47% of the total. (A small
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Fig. 3. W o m e n have an i m p o r t a n t role in the Mbuti net hunt. T h e y assist
in rigging the nets and in driving game. When antelope are captured they
carry t h e m back to camp. A w o m a n can carry up to four mboko (Cephalophus monticola), each weighing a b o u t 5% kg. The cloth kikwembi
this w o m a n wears is one o f a growing n u m b e r of items the Mbuti m a y
purchase from market traders.
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Table VI. Nomadic Patterns of Three Hunting Bands, 1973-1975

Band

Sites with
Total
regular
campsites tradecontact

Sites u s e d
morethan once

Averageduration
site use (weeks)

Average
distance
to relocate
(km) a

3.1
2.8
2.2

4.4
5.3
6.6

I

16

1

7

II
III

10
14

5
13

5
2

aLinear distance on map.

amount of butchered meat, 27.5 kg, was also given to visiting bakbala or brought
to the village, and is included in the "meat to traders" in Fig. 4a.)
Despite the appropriation of meat by the traders, the Mbuti retained a
proportion of each antelope for themselves, including the head, neck, and all
the inner organs, the desirable pieces from their point of view. Per-adult meat
consumption fluctuated over the 26-day period, but on the average Mbuti
consumed 375 grams (g) of butchered meat per adult per day (Fig. 4b). During
this same period trade foods provided an average 60 g of rice and 330 g of
cassava flour per adult per day. (Children between ages 2 and 12 counted as
one-half adult, children under age 2 not counted.)
The seeming adequacy of the Mbuti meat supply, despite extensive trade,
belies another trend implicit in the graphs. Figure 4a shows that the traders
acquired meat after almost every hunt. When the Mbuti had plenty of meat
this was not a problem for them since they were left with a large amount for
themselves, even after exchanging much of the carcass meat for flour and rice.
When fewer antelope were captured and meat was a scarce resource, however, trade drained off the supply the Mbuti could have used to satisfy their own
needs. For example, on March 5, the Mbuti captured 39 kg of meat; 50% or
19.5 kg were given to the traders, but this still left the Mbuti with 19 kg or
809 g of butchered meat per adult. The next day, only 8.5 kg was captured, but
the traders took 6.5 kg or 76% of the meager total, leaving the Mbuti with only
78 g of butchered meat per adult] Thus, even though the overall statistics for
the 26-day period show that the Mbuti's meat consumption under trading was
probably adequate, this conclusion cannot be extended to periods of poor
hunting.
The Mbuti's adaptation to market hunting may be creating additional
problems as well. Mounting hunting pressure is coupled with frequent band
movements and large hunting ranges (see Table VI and Fig. 2). Bands with little
commercial contact, such as Band I (two camps out of 16 were regularly fre7I heard the Mbuti of Band I complain of ekbelu or meat hunger during an ll-day period
when I measured butchered meat consumption at an average 110 g per adult per day.
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quented by traders), moved in a regular circuit and revisited many of the same
camp sites. Market hunters, on the other hand, such as Band III (13 camps out
of 14 with regular trade contact), had large ranges and utilized only a few
campsites more than once during the study period. Extensive movements such
as these have led to conflicts on occasion. For example, one Mbuti of Band I
claimed that Band III infringed on his favored honey camp at one time in the
recent past. In one case during the course of my study, several Mbuti usually
associated with Band III camped for several nights and hunted near this same
contested site. Some members of Band I suggested that a fight might have
erupted if they had actually encountered the alleged trespassers. It is possible
that such confrontations between bands will more be frequent in the future as
faunal resources dwindle and as commercial hunting pressures increase.
Another implication of market hunting is that now the Mbuti must regularly deal with outsiders in the forest camps. The bakbala only occasionally
visited the Mbuti in the forest, except for a few individuals who came to participate in the net hunt. Commercial traders, on the other hand, were frequently
in residence, especially in the remote camps. Usually the traders segregated
themselves from the day-to-day activities of the Mbuti; their main task was to
tend their meat on the drying racks in front of their dwellings. Occasional
traders took a more active interest in the Mbuti. Several I met combined their
commercial interests with Christian evangelism, while others attempted to
cultivate a regular clientele among the Mbuti by repeatedly returning to the
same bands and giving out gifts each time they arrived to renew their connections.
At least two traders went even farther and attempted to claim fictitious kin and
marriage ties with the Mbuti in order to obtain priorities and favors. The Mbuti
did not dispute these alleged relations. They knew of course that these traders,
like the others, were primarily motivated by the desire to acquire as much
cheap meat as they possibly could.
The Mbuti generally ignored the treaders, especially if they were innocuous.
Some individuals, however, clearly disapproved of the traders' presence in camp,
and these feelings did create tensions. On several occasions during my fieldwork,
individual Mbuti took advantage of the quiet hour before dawn to harangue the
assembled band for a lack of harmony. These monologues made oblique references to current difficulties with traders. Even when there was a consensus
among the Mbuti that particular traders were undesirable, they could not physically prevent them from coming to camp, since the absence of a hierarchical
structure of authority seems to prevent the organization of such an action.
Indifference was generally the response exhibited by the band as a whole in such
circumstances.
While such behavior created difficulties for the traders, it did not restrict
them completely, especially if they were persistent. For example, not long after
Band Ill moved to a remote camp, news reached them that Tchungu, an exsoldier turned trader, was planning to follow them. Tchungu had already acquired
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notoriety among the Mbuti: he short-changed on his trade foods, and he was so
greedy that he presumed meat belonged to him before it was actually offered.
Finally, he had a violent disposition and a foul tongue. One of the Mbuti had
even accused him of "destroying the forest," an exceptional accusation. Although
the Mbuti anticipated that traders would join them at their camp with large
baskets of food, they were not pleased about the prospects of Tchungu's return.
When word came that he wanted a team of porters and guides to help him move
his wares from the village, none of the Mbuti organized this service, even though
they would have received gifts for their efforts. Tchungu's arrival was delayed
because he had to wait almost a week before another Mbuti, passing through
the village on his way to visit the camp, led the way for him. Then he had to
make two trips himself in order to carry all his wares. Despite the antipathy of
the Mbuti, Tchungu remained in camp to buy meat for about 10 days. When
he left he announced he would never return to deal with such uncooperative
clients. Two months later, as I was leaving the forest myself, I met him enroute
from Beni, where he sold his meat, heading back to the Mbuti.

ECONOMIC CONTROL AND EXPLOITATION
The transportation of wares and meat by foot over long and difficult
forest trails is only one of the problems the traders must face in dealing with
the Mbuti. s The price they must pay for the meat is another factor. It is obvious to the traders that the fluid give-and-take which characterizes exchanges
between the Mbuti and bakbala could threaten a commercial profit, so they
have endeavored to replace this with a system of fixed prices. This attempt to
control the Mbuti and reduce the variability of the meat trade has met with
only limited success, as we shall see.
It was unclear to me how the price of meat in the forest camps was originally established, but it certainly was not on the authority of the Mbuti. Traders
told me that the rates were fixed after the Simba rebellion in the early 1970s
and that they remained in effect by tacit collusion among trading parties (Table
VII). This price system was not competitive, and the traders did not usually
try to outbid each other for meat. (One case in which this occurred will be discussed later.) Competition was hardly a real concern for the traders because the
forest prices they paid were so much lower than the market value of the meat
that they could often net a five-to-tenfold profit, if their meat was well preserved.
8On a national level, the state has attempted to control the exploitation of wild meat by
closing the season on commercial trade for 5 months of the year (August-December).
Near administrative centers, where this law can be enforced, traders dare not enter the
forest without risking arrest. My study area was too remote to be policed, however, and
government statutes had no effect on the flow of trade.
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Table VII. Fixed Prices of Commercial Meat Trade in Southern
Ituri Forest, 1973-1975
Equivalent exchangesa
Market meat

Weight(kg)

Currency
(makuta) b

Rice (kg)

Cassava
flour (kg)

Small carcass
Front quarter
Hind quarter

1.5 to 3
1 to 2
1.5 to 3

30
20
30

2.1
1.4
2.1

3.9
2.6
3.9

a Rice and flour rates are average of four measures.
b50 makuta = 1 U.S. dollar in 1975.

Such profits, however, were generated at the direct expense of the Mbuti's
power of exchange. Table VIII shows that 1 kg of cassava flour or rice from the
traders costs the Mbuti almost 89 kg of meat, even when their unpaid debts are
included in their favor. This is three times more meat than the average of 20
exchanges I weighed which were given to the bakbala in the village in return for
1 kg of starch.
The direct result of such misproportioned terms of trade was a severe
drain on the Mbuti's meat resources. In order to purchase the starch foods they
need from the traders the Mbuti must produce more meat more often than they
do when dealing with the traditional bakbala. Table IX, which summarizes data
on 85 hunts from different locations in the forest, shows that when traditional
avenues of exchange were available, the Mbuti provided meat to the bakbala
after only about one-third of their hunts. This meat averaged about 5 kg per
exchange and amounted to 9% of the total meat resources that were available.
In contrast to this, commercial sales to traders followed more than twice as
many (72%) of these same hunts, and, at an average of 10.6 kg of meat per
exchange, accounted for almost four times as much (39%) of the Mbuti's total
meat resources. Over the 85 hunts for which I was able to record transactions,
these commercial sales drained off almost three-fourths of a ton of meat.

Table VIII. Meat/Starch Exchange Rates in Traditional and Commercial Context sa
Exchange
alternative

No. exchanges

Meat traded
(kg)

Starch received
(kg) b

kg meat
per kg starch

Commercial
Traditional

71
20

387
62

805
379.5

.48 c
.16

aData base includes hunts tabulated in Appendix, 10 additional commercial exchanges, and only 20 traditional exchanges where I measured starch received.
bIncludes mainly cassava flour and some rice in commercial context; cassava
tubers, sweet potatoes, yams, taro, plantain, and rice in traditional context.
CIncludes starch received on credit but never paid for.

85

Commercial
Traditional

1664.2

Total
meat (kg)c

%
total hunts
72
33

Hunts followed
by exchange
61
28

648
142.3

Meat
exchanged (kg) c

aData base in Appendix.
bIncludes spear hunts and net hunts.
elncludes edible meat plus embedded bone.
dEquals kilograms meat exchanged/number of hunts followed by exchanges.

Total
hunts b

Exchange
alternative

Exchanges

39
9

%
total meat

Meat

Table IX. Mbuti Meat Exchanges in Traditional and Commercial Contextsa

10.6
5.1

kg meat
per exchange d

4~
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Why do the Mbuti participate in commercial trading if, as is evident, the
economic tactics of the traders are exploitative? As I pointed out above, the
loose structure and egalitarian nature of the Mbuti society do not seem to
facilitate the organization of an active resistance to the movement of traders
into the forest. Moreover, I do not believe this is what the Mbuti would want.
They are happy with the trade goods brought to them, and they believe that
they will be able to capture enough game to meet the few simple needs these
products have engendered. The relationship between the Mbuti and traders is
not completely onesided, furthermore, because the Mbuti have been able to
manipulate the uncertainty inherent in the traders' role in camp and thus control
the exchanges in unexpected ways.
Although the Mbuti have expanded the net hunt in response to commercial opportunities, it is also true that their commitment to this trend is
tenuous at best. The fact remains that despite traders' efforts to the contrary,
it is the Mbuti who actually retain control over the hunt. The Mbuti decide
whether the nets will go out on any particular day, and they do show themselves free to pursue alternative activities such as honey gathering or fruit collecting, though these have no commercial value. Furthermore, the Mbuti can
still acquire some commercial trade foods, even on days when they do not hunt.
If the Mbuti have no meat to sell, they take food on credit. The traders must
comply with these requests or they will lose their investment in time and trade
goods. They know that the Mbuti will not live in the remote forest when they
are hungry, but will leave for camps near the bakbala's villages where food is
available, but hunting is not so good. The traders' predicament is that although
they give the Mbuti food on credit to stay in the forest and hunt, the Mbuti
do not always reimburse them promptly with meat. The Mbuti have the advantage because they know that the traders are foreigners, who must eventually
leave the forest whether their credit is paid or not. On several occasions I saw
traders await the repayment of credit until their own food supply was exhausted
and the cured meat they had already acquired had partially rotted, or completely
deteriorated in value. Other traders elected to count their gains and leave the
Mbuti with unreclaimed credit, but these debts amounted up to 30% of the
total expenses for some traders. The irony of the Mbuti's manipulation of
credit is that they have turned the exploitative commercial price system to
their own advantage.
The traders, of course, were not happy about the financial uncertainties
of dealing with the Mbuti, and the relationship between the two was rife with
tensions. Confrontations did occur. The following three case histories illustrate
the ways in which conflict developed and how the Mbuti dealt with it.
Case I, March 1974. Mati, a female trader, had given a large amount of
food on credit to Aluisi and iris wife, two Mbuti of Band II. Rather than actively
hunting to repay credit, they spent their days drinking palm wine. One evening
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Aluisi suggested that the entire band abandon the hunt and establish a new camp
closer to the palm trees. At this Mati lost her temper. She grabbed Tiala's cooking
pot and shouted that she would keep it until her debts were paid in full. Tiala
tried to force the pot out of Mati's hands, and the two women began a tug-ofwar. At this point, Aluisi suddenly began punching his wife. Tiala dropped the
pot and began striking back at her husband until other Mbuti could restrain
them. Later I asked several of these Mbuti why Aluisi had attacked his wife.
Everyone made it clear that they did not want to discuss the affair. Mati's
debt remained unresolved, but she could not return to the issue without risking
another outburst between Aluisi and Tiala. The cooking pot was worthless to
her, and Tiala quietly repossessed it later.
The second case concerns Tchungu, the undesirable trader, and a series
of incidents which occurred after his arrival in the camp of Band III described
earlier in the paper.
Case II, July 1974. Several nights after Tchungu had arrived and settled
in with another trader, Yaka, in an open lean-to Yaka had built, everyone in
camp was awakened by a loud commotion and shouts of one of the Mbuti
youths, Bosiko, that he had seen a sorcerer (rnulozi) moving about camp. (Bosiko
used the trade language Kingwana so Tchungu and Yaka understood what he was
shouting about.) Bosiko came running to the house where I was sleeping, took
my flashlight and hurried down to a nearby stream. He gathered a handful of
rocks and stones, ran back into camp and began throwing them into the forest
behind the traders' lean-to, shouting that it was there that he last saw the apparition.
The next morning the Mbuti emerged from their houses and sat around
small fires as usual to warm up. No one made public reference to the incident
of the night before, although another youth, Mbote, who shared my sleeping
quarters, commented to me quietly that Bosiko had certainly had a good time
"playing sorcerer" the night before.
The Mbuti left shortly on the hunt and I accompanied them. When we
returned we found that Yaka and Tchungu had been busy all day with axes and
machetes and had cleared out a large area of forest behind and around their
lean-to. I asked them why they had gone to so much effort and they told me
that they had heard something moving around back there last night and that
they did not want to take any chances. That evening camp was quiet, but the
next morning Tchungu awoke to discover that a portion of cooked rice that he
had left in a pot on his drying rack right in front of the lean-to had disappeared
during the night. He angrily accused the Mbuti of stealing it. One of the older
men suggested that if the dogs or the youths in camp had not stolen it, then it
was probably a mulozi. Tchungu changed his tone at this suggestion and produced
an amulet he was wearing. "You'd better watch out for the Bantu," he threatened.
The Mbuti said nothing and no one made any move to reimburse Tchungu
for the rice he had lost.
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The Mbuti's trading tactics are basically antithetical to the entrepreneurial
motives of the commercial traders. This is because the Mbuti's primary concern
is to maintain their independent foraging lifestyle. This is even more important
to them than optimizing their immeidate market returns, as Case III illustrates.
Case III, September 1974. When Karoli, a sophisticated entrepreneur from
the city of Beni, arrived in the camp of Band III, he announced that he would
buy all the Mbuti's meat at a rate in cassava flour worth 10 makuta more than
the price being paid by the other traders who were present. The Mbuti responded
ambivalently, however. Sometimes they sold their meat to Karoli at his price,
but they patronized the other traders just as frequently, even though they
received less flour. Karoli finally left with the usual unpaid debts, and the
Mbuti referred to him for a short time after as alternatively "friend" and "bandit,"
just as they referred to marly other traders.
In summary some net hunting Mbuti have found it expedient in recent
years to trade surplus meat to market middlemen, a development that has
necessitated changes in their use of forest meat resources. These economic
changes, however, have not undermined the established communal structure
of the hunting bands, nor have they threatened the Mbuti's political autonomy.
In fact, the Mbuti can actually exercise some control over the traders. Continuous
market hunting, however, does tax the Mbuti's resource base, and there is evidence
that the increased scale of net hunting may be contributing to a decline in
antelope populations.
The net hunt captures large numbers of antelope and it is selective for
adults over young which freeze in hiding during the drive and are passed over.
For example, of 383 female duikers of the five species in Table II, captured
during the study, 250 or 65.3% were adults. 9 Furthermore, 74% of these adults
were gravid. Such mortality, particularly of the reproductively active sector of
the population, can not be sustained without effect, particularly in areas where
pressure from agricultural settlement is increasing as well. Indeed, hunting
success, which may be considered an index of antelope populations, decreased
an average 32% over 3 years at three hunting camps bordering on the more
densely settled portion of the study area (Fig. 5).
Market hunting may be affecting antelope populations in the more remote
areas of the forest as well. Before the advent of market hunting, bakbala told
me that the Mbuti in my study area visited the distant forest (more than a onehalf day march from the settlement) on brief occasions, or at infrequent intervals,
such as during the honey seasons. Thus I believe that until recently, the remote
forest constituted a natural reserve for game populations. In such areas I learned
that even a year before m y arrival the bag of a day's net hunt could surpass 25
antelope. The largest bag I recorded from these same areas, however, was 17.
Female antelope were considered adults if theft third molar was exposed above gum
level. In addition, a percentage of two molar females were found to be pregnant and were
also included in the total of adults.
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Fig. 5. Changes in hunting sccess at four camps between 1973 and 1975. Success
decreased an average 32%. This trend was found over the entire study area.

PROPECTS FOR THE FUTURE AND CONCLUSIONS
The Mbuti are becoming increasingly attached to market benefits which,
in addition to foodstuffs, include clothing, salt, and a government identity card
(available upon payment of a head tax). The question is whether continuing
changes in the Mbuti's needs, as they perceive them, will be accompanied by a
shift in their cavalier attitude toward the market system. I have no way of
answering this question definitively; however, I would like to conclude by
pointing out briefly several factors which may influence future developments.
First, it is unclear how the available meat resources of the forest might
act as a limiting factor. Antelope populations could be exploited further in
most areas to the point of local extinction. This has not happened thus far
because the trading practices of the Mbuti are such a financial risk that few
traders are willing to deal with them unless they can be assured of at least some
return. (Hunting success of two or three antelope per hunt seemed to be the
lower limit for most traders.) An alternative situation may arise in which the
state effects more stringent controls on the meat-buying season. This would
protect the antelope from intensive hunting during their peak breeding season
(Hart, in preparation). In this way populations might be able to sustain longterm market cropping.
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Regulation of the commercial meat market would not prove an immediate
hardship to the Mbuti because most are able to shift out of intensive net hunting
with relative ease. For example, Band I responded to declining duiker populations and reduced market options during my study period by turning to porcupine
and mongoose hunting with dogs and spears in addition to closer ties with the
bakbala, whose contact they have not abandoned.
There are problems here, nevertheless, because the market system has
also affected the bakbala. Some bakbala would like to use their traditional
relationship with the Mbuti to insure priority in receiving meat, but they would
also like to replace the vague exchange rates with fixed market prices. In a
number of incidents I saw that Mbuti who had very little to offer their bakbala
soon overtaxed their right to cultivated foods on the basis of religious or social
grounds. Then Mbuti have no alternative but to begin to cultivate food for
themselves. Indeed, Mbuti everywhere in the forest now plant gardens from
time to time. Most Mbuti tend these only irregularly and they have not interfered with their nomadic lifestyle, but small harvests can be obtained even so,
and cultivation is becoming increasingly important to their subsistence.
Money will certainly play a role in the further development of the Mbuti's
economy, especially if a trend to replace meat with other marketable produce such as thatching leaves, mushrooms, kola nuts, and h o n e y - continues. The
present meat trade serves to replace one kind of food (meat) with another
(cassava flour and rice), but already the Mbuti have begun to exchange meat for
currency, which they save to purchase items at a later time. Traders encourage
this practice whenever possible. Currency involves no problem in transporting
wares for them, and they can more easily extract credit repayments from the
Mbuti if they have money.
Incorporation into a cash economy could generate fundamental changes
in the Mbuti's way of life, however. From what I saw, Mbuti are unable or
unwilling to share money among themselves in the same way that they share
material possessions, including salt and clothing. The Mbuti must utilize most
material goods immediately they are available. They have no means for storage
or preservation, as of foodstuffs, and there is always pressure from other band
members to share any material acquisition. To horde (nkukuma) an ostentatious
possession such as a pair of pants or a basket of flour produces discord within
the band and may even bring ostracism to the owner. For most Mbuti ownership does not seem to be worth this risk, and one way to reduce the potential
discord represented by material goods is to use them up quickly. Money, on the
other hand, can easily be stored and concealed. It is not immediately useful, and
it is valuable only in the context of a market place to spend it. I knew of no
Mbuti who had become meat traders themselves, but some Mbuti are beginning
to save money for opportunities to spend it in the future. One of the Mbuti
told me that "learning that paper money had value," was one of the biggest
changes that had occurred in recent times.
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In summary, the contemporary economic situtation of many Mbuti is in
flux. Market hunting, a viable option for some at present, has a limited future
as it is now practiced. Environmental changes including declining antelope
populations and further agricultural settlement of the forest, coupled with
changes in the Mbuti's material needs and desires, will influence their lives.
It must be said, however, that the Mbuti have not retreated from extensive
contacts with outside groups, including the bakbala and the commercial traders,
in the past. Nor is it likely that such retreat will occur in the future. Rather, it
seems as though the Mbuti use their contact with outsiders to maintain and
facilitate their communal foraging way of life. As long as the Mbuti continue to
live in their small, nomadic groups, the economic changes they experience will
be limited in their destructive effect both to themselves and to the forest.

APPENDIX

A Note Concerning the Methodology and Data Base for This Study
In order to make the quantitative assessment of Mbuti hunting and resource
use for this study, game animals, butchered meat, and various quantities of agricultural produce were weighed in the field. For large items, up to 50 kg, I
used a hand-held steel spring balance, accurate to -+89kg, which is used by coffee
dealers and ivory buyers in Zaire. For smaller measurements, up to 2000 g, I
used a nylon spring balance purchased from Carolina Biological Supply, which
was accurate to -+10 g. I checked the scales periodically against known weights.
I expressed my interest in weighing unbutchered animals to the Mbuti at
the beginning of my study. I took all of the weights in camp after the hunt, and
I learned to make these quickly with a minimal disturbance to the butchering
and division of meat. The large sample of weights I was able to collect is the basis
for the average antelope weights shown in Table II and the weight of meat shown
in Table V.
To establish a scale for estimating the weights of butchered meat and the
proportion of butchered meat (meat plus embedded bone) in the total weight of
the antelope, I weighed the organs and butchered pieces of four or five individuals
of small (mboko), medium-sized (10-17 kg), and large (greater than 17 kg)
antelope. Full and empty digestive tracts were weighed to determine the quantity of offal. The weights of waste blood, tissue, fluids, horn, hooves, etc.
were estimated. Knowledge of average weights of butchered meat allowed me
to estimate the total amounts given to traders and bakbala or retained by the
Mbuti.
The measurement of exchanges of butchered meat and cultivated produce
sometimes proved to be a difficult undertaking. Occasionally traders attempted
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IIc
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Ib
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1
4
0
5
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1
1
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5
9
5
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5
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7
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aSee Fig. 2.
bLinear map distance in kilometers from nearest settlement.
c1974.
dIncludes spear and dog h u n t i n g as well as net hunts.
eKilograms of b u t c h e r e d meat.
]'Includes only e x c h a n g e s going to village; occasional small portions were given to visiting bakbala, b u t were c o n s u m e d in camp.
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Table X. Data Base for Observations on Mbuti Meat E x c h a n g e s
.
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to have me use m y written records as p r o o f of how much the Mbuti owed them,
and this was obviously not a role I wanted to play. In addition, the Mbuti sometimes wanted to hide meat from the traders, so they did not want me inquiring
about these pieces, or hoisting them up on the scales. Finally, I learned that the
Mbuti were uneasy at times about having their exchanges quantified. As I point
out in the paper, the Mbuti counter the control exerted by outside economic
interests by maintaining trade situations in a state o f ambiguity. Too much
interest in the specifics o f exchanges might be a dangerous thing from their
point o f view.
Because o f these sensitive issues, I never tried to determine weights o f
butchered meat and trade produce if it appeared that m y close inspection o f
the exchanges would be disruptive. As a result, I accumulated only about 100
actual measurements and estimates o f exchanges of meat and agricultural food
between Mbuti and traders and/or bakbala.
The exchanges which I measured following 85 hunts serve as the major
data base for Tables IV, VIII, and IX, and are tabulated in Table X. I believe
that these exchanges are a representative sample o f the total flow of trade which
t o o k place during the time I lived with the Mbuti. I attempted to gather data
for as many consecutive hunts as possible, and any series o f observations of less
than three hunts was not included. As can be seen for Table X, I have included
data from camps in the remote forest as well as from those near villages. The
northern undisturbed forest as well as the southern more densely settled areas
are represented.
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